Making the Case to Brand Liberal Democrats as Destroyers of Society

Defining the Crucial Public Policy Issues

Liberal Democrats are for promoting a process to tear apart the American cultural fabric, and potentially destroy civil order. Liberal Democrats from the White House on down to the local level are putting the country’s financial, economic and citizen freedoms at unacceptable risk.

Liberal Democrats are vigorously pushing a ‘TRIAD OF EVIL’ to establish a socialist state forcing conformity. – They are selfish, spoiled, deceitful and corrupt.

3 Legs of the Liberal Democrat ‘Triad of Evil’

I
Punishing taxes on producers
that kills initiative by weakening the
strong where eventually all
become weak and deprived.

Stop This Now!

II
Insist on Debt Spending, -
to insolvency; and by poor
leadership example, destroy
the time honored principle to
live within one’s means.

Stop This Now!

III
Push to Enact ever more
Regulations to control and
restrict economic
opportunity and
individual freedom of
action.

Stop This Now!

It is time to halt the Liberal Democrats ‘Triad of Evil’! Americans want the opposite! Only through a robust revolutionary crusade can Liberal Democrats be stopped. There is no other choice, - for America is at stake!

Additionally, put the blame squarely on Liberal Democrats for:

A. Rapid decline of American leadership and decisiveness abroad; - bowing in subservience to others, and deriding American exceptionalism. Terribly for us, forfeiting American leadership results in a more turbulent world with costly consequences.

B. Energy deficiency causing higher gas and material prices. This is due to a deliberate policy not to drill oil where most likely to be found; and more fully develop other proven energy sources, such as ‘safe’ nuclear. This hurts America’s energy supply and lower competitive pricing ability in world markets.

C. Loss of jobs, including those going abroad. Punitive taxes, fees, and overly burdensome regulations, - especially for environmental assessments and going through the onerous multi permit processes are the prime culprits. It is important not to erect sweeping protectionist trade barriers. To do so, could hurt millions of Americans working in export industries. Moreover, there would be a devastating impact on the general economy! Lately, welcome back to those corporations enticed by a more favorable operating business climate in some Southern states!

D. Obama Care – An abomination from the Liberal Democrat Health Care Plan: that will place new taxes on citizens; spur more debt spending for a program starting out from insolvency; spawn an endless number of regulatory mandates; - and finally result in inferior care with rationing. So obstructive, many businesses, unions, and associations have asked and been granted exemption waivers, - even though some originally supported Obama Care!

Go to - republicanmanifesto.org